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Iridium oxide materials: various kinds of exotic physics
Na4Ir3O8:  insulating quantum spin liquid (Okamoto, Takagi et al, 
2007)

Sr2IrO4:  Jeff = 1/2 spin-orbit entangled Mott insulator (B.J. Kim 
et al, 2008)

Other interesting proposals:

A2IrO3: quantum spin Hall effect? (Shitade, Nagaosa et al, PRL 
2009), realization of Kitaev spin liquid? (Jackeli, Khaliullin, PRL 
2009)

Ln2Ir2O7 pyrochlore iridates: 
(i) spontaneous anomalous Hall effect (Nakatsuji et al, 2010) for 
Ln = Pr; 
(ii) other Ln: 3d correlated topological insulator? (Pesin, Balents, 
Nat Phys 2010). 
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Layers of IrO2 ; 
Ir4+ ions on a 2d square lattice. 
Each Ir surrounded by O octahedra. 

K2NiF4 structure
similar to La2CuO4

Similarity to cuprates noticed in 1990s: M.A.Subramanian, 
Gang Cao, ..........
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Sr2IrO4: Mott insulator 

sulating state (�eff /�S�1) and a paramagnetic metallic state
(�eff /�S�infinity�. This point is supported by the following
transport properties.
Shown in Fig. 3 is resistivity � at 0.1 mA as a function of

temperature for the a and c axis. The anisotropy between the
two directions is significant (�c /�a�3 and 5.6 for T�295 K
and 2 K, respectively�. In this compound, the Arrhenius law
is not well obeyed, i.e., �(T) could not be fit successfully to
an activation energy. However, the temperature dependence
of resistivity along the a axis is found to obey a law of the
form ��A exp(To /T)� with �� 1

4 being slightly favored over
�� 1

2 for 190�T�300 K �see the inset in Fig. 3; we note that
the fitting range is relatively narrow�. While both the T�1/2

and T�1/4 dependences are thought to be associated with the
three-dimensional variable-range hopping �VRH� of carriers
between states localized by disorder, the weaker temperature
dependence T�1/4 implies negligible long-range Coulomb re-
pulsions between electrons in this temperature region. As T
decreases, �(T , a axis� shows a plateau, which is followed
by a rapid drop below 20 K. The broad transition is possibly
caused by a gradual change in disorder which dominates
�(T) in high temperatures �see the inset in Fig. 3� and be-
comes weaker at low temperatures, thus delocalizing more
electrons. �(T) along the c axis cannot be fit to any existing
models at high temperatures �see the inset� and shows an
even broader transition below 120 K. �At higher currents I ,
�(T) along the c axis does as well show a down turn at
T�20 K. This will be further discussed below.� No corre-
sponding anomaly is discerned in �(T) near TM�240 K,
suggesting a negligible contribution from spin scattering to
the overall resistivity. Associated with this, magnetoresistiv-
ity in magnetic fields up to 12 T is found to be insignificant.
Such a weak spin-charge coupling may not be unexpected
considering the small saturation moment observed. This be-
havior is also found in the antiferromagnetic insulator
Ca2RuO4 whose resistivity is well described by the VRH
with �� 1

2 �Ref. 11� although for most of the ruthenates,
transport properties are intimately associated with magnetic
properties.2
Another major feature in this system is the nonohmic be-

havior which exhibits current-controlled negative differential

resistivity �NDR� for both the a and c axis directions. In the
inset of Fig. 4, �(T) for the a axis is shown for a few rep-
resentative applied currents I . �(T) is clearly current depen-
dent and drastically decreases as I increases throughout the
temperature range measured. For example, at T�100 K, the
ratio of the decrease in �(T), ���1 mA����60 mA��/��1 mA�
�80%. It is noted that �(T) shows a noisy yet well defined
peak near 50 K for I�40 mA, signaling the existence of a
metastable state near which the transition occurs, consistent
with Fig. 4. The nonohmic behavior is apparently intrinsic,
given the fact that the resistivity in low temperatures is still
smaller than that at much higher temperatures �e.g., ��10
K����130 K��. Should it be a heating effect, �(T), particu-
larly at higher current, would be expected to show a plateau
or an up turn rather than a sharp drop at low temperatures.
The nonlinear characteristic persists up to room temperature
and is more dramatically demonstrated in Fig. 4 where the dc
I-V curves for the a axis are presented for various tempera-
tures. As seen, the initial linear I-V response is followed by
an apparent threshold voltage V th above which the voltage
across the sample V abruptly drops as I increases, resulting
in the NDR. The I-V curve near V th for all temperatures
shows a hysteresis effect typical of the first-order transition.
As the current increases further �much higher than 100 mA
in this case�, the ohmic behavior will be restored, giving rise
to an I-V curve characterized by an ‘‘S’’ shape. The S-
shaped effect is categorically different from the more com-
monly seen ‘‘N’’-shaped effect or the Gunn effect, which is
referred to as voltage-controlled NDR and attributed to elec-
trons transferred between multienergy valleys.12
It has been reported previously that the S-shaped effect is

observed in some materials with a metal-insulation transition
such as CuIr2S4�xSex .13 This effect is, however, restricted
only to the insulating phase, and is attributed to an electro-
thermal effect.13 The similar I-V characteristic has been
found earlier in a layered Ca3Ru2O7.14 Given the low dimen-
sionality and the negligibly small � which may be a reflec-
tion of a band gap associated with the CDW, the S effect
observed here may be driven by collective dynamics in the
presence of disorder commonly seen in the CDW state.15 It is
plausible that in this material the CDW is pinned to the un-

FIG. 3. Resistivity �(T) vs temperature for the two principle
crystallographic directions at I�0.1 mA. Inset: Fit of �(T) to the
3d variable range hopping for 190�T�300 K.

FIG. 4. Current I vs voltage V for various temperatures. Inset:
�(T) along the a axis vs temperature for various currents.
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However  Sr2CoO4  and Sr2RhO4 are metallic. 
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Why a Mott insulator? 

Ir 4+ is in a 5d5 configuration. 

!!!" was obtained by using Kramers-Kronig (KK) trans-
formation. The validity of KK analysis was checked by
independent ellipsometry measurements between 0.6 and
6.4 eV. XAS spectra were obtained at 80 K under vacuum
of 5# 10$10 Torr at the Beamline 2A of the Pohang Light
Source with !h" % 0:1 eV.

Here we propose a schematic model for emergence of a
novel Mott ground state by a large SO coupling energy #SO
as shown in Fig. 1. Under the Oh symmetry the 5d states
are split into t2g and eg orbital states by the crystal field
energy 10Dq. In general, 4d and 5d TMOs have suffi-
ciently large 10Dq to yield a t52g low-spin state for

Sr2IrO4, and thus the system would become a metal with
partially filled wide t2g band [Fig. 1(a)]. An unrealistically
large U & W could lead to a typical spin S % 1=2 Mott
insulator [Fig. 1(b)]. However, a reasonable U cannot lead
to an insulating state as seen from the fact that Sr2RhO4

is a normal metal. As the SO coupling is taken into
account, the t2g states effectively correspond to the orbital

angular momentum L % 1 states with  ml%'1 % (!jzxi'
ijyzi"=

!!!
2

p
and  ml%0 % jxyi. In the strong SO coupling

limit, the t2g band splits into effective total angular mo-
mentum Jeff % 1=2 doublet and Jeff % 3=2 quartet bands
[Fig. 1(c)] [17]. Note that the Jeff % 1=2 is energetically
higher than the Jeff % 3=2, seemingly against the Hund’s
rule, since the Jeff % 1=2 is branched off from the J5=2
(5d5=2) manifold due to the large crystal field as depicted in
Fig. 1(e). As a result, with the filled Jeff % 3=2 band and

one remaining electron in the Jeff % 1=2 band, the system
is effectively reduced to a half-filled Jeff % 1=2 single band
system [Fig. 1(c)]. The Jeff % 1=2 spin-orbit integrated
states form a narrow band so that even small U opens a
Mott gap, making it a Jeff % 1=2Mott insulator [Fig. 1(d)].
The narrow band width is due to reduced hopping elements
of the Jeff % 1=2 states with isotropic orbital and mixed
spin characters. The formation of the Jeff bands due to the
large #SO explains why Sr2IrO4 (#SO ) 0:4 eV) is insulat-
ing while Sr2RhO4 (#SO ) 0:15 eV) is metallic.
The Jeff band formation is well justified in the LDA and

LDA*U calculations on Sr2IrO4 with and without in-
cluding the SO coupling presented in Fig. 2. The LDA
result [Fig. 2(a)] yields a metal with a wide t2g band as in
Fig. 1(a), and the Fermi surface (FS) is nearly identical to
that of Sr2RhO4 [12,13]. The FS, composed of one-
dimensional yz and zx bands, is represented by holelike
$ and %X sheets and an electronlike %M sheet centered at
", X, and M points, respectively [12]. As the SO coupling
is included [Fig. 2(b)], the FS becomes rounded but retains
the overall topology. Despite small variations in the FS
topology, the band structure changes remarkably: Two
narrow bands crossing EF are split off from the rest due

FIG. 1. Schematic energy diagrams for the 5d5 (t52g) configu-
ration (a) without SO and U, (b) with an unrealistically large U
but no SO, (c) with SO but no U, and (d) with SO and U.
Possible optical transitions A and B are indicated by arrows.
(e) 5d level splittings by the crystal field and SO coupling.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Theoretical Fermi surfaces and band
dispersions in (a) LDA, (b) LDA* SO, (c) LDA* SO*U
(2 eV), and (d) LDA*U. In (c), the left panel shows topology
of valence band maxima (EB % 0:2 eV) instead of the FS.

PRL 101, 076402 (2008) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

15 AUGUST 2008

076402-2

Cubic environment: big t2g - eg splitting. 

SO coupling splits t2g level into Jeff = 1/2 
and Jeff = 3/2 bands. 

Jeff = 1/2 band is half-filled and narrow 
=> moderate  U can drive it into a Mott insulator

B. J. Kim et al, PRL 08
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Spin-orbit entangled Mott insulating magnet

Jeff moments order into a magnetic state below 240 K. 
Weak ferromagnetism (from canting of AF moments): 0.14 μB

Spin-orbital content confirmed by resonant magnetic X-ray diffraction 
(B.J. Kim, Takagi et al, Science 2009) 

Results of x-ray-diffraction patterns from powdered Sr2IrO4
single crystals show no impurity peaks. The refinement of a
tetragonal cell yielded a�5.494 A and c�25.796 A, consis-
tent with those published.4
Shown in Fig. 1 is the temperature dependence of the

magnetic susceptibility �(T) of Sr2IrO4 along the two prin-
cipal crystallographic directions in a field cooled sequence
�FC� with H�0.5 T �for T�TM , the magnetic ordering tem-
perature, we determined that a field of 0.5 T was low enough
to define ‘‘zero field’’ susceptibility�. The evidence for weak
ferromagnetism in the vicinity of TM�240 K is obvious for
both directions. The large anisotropy of the magnetic suscep-
tibility clearly indicates that the easy axis is aligned with the
a axis.
Fitting to a modified Curie-Weiss law for T�TM yields

the following parameters �see the inset in Fig. 1�: The
temperature-independent susceptibility �o�8.8�10�4

emu/mole, the Curie-Weiss temperature �cw�251 K and ef-
fective paramagnetic moment �eff�0.50 �B/Ir. �cw is com-
parable to the magnetic ordering temperature, and suggestive
of a ferromagnetic spin coupling, but �eff is significantly
lower than the Hund’s-rule value 1.7�B/Ir for S� 1

2. This
reduction may indicate a strong hybridization between Ir
ions and oxygen.8 �o is relatively large compared to those
for ordinary metals, but the low-temperature specific heat
coefficient � is found to be nearly zero ��0.2 mJ/mol K2).
This behavior is characteristic of the Stoner enhancement
where �o is significantly enhanced, but � has no equivalent
enhancement. In oxides with a narrow band such as in
LaNiO3 and LaCuO3, the exchange interaction is commonly
enhanced by spin fluctuations and thus drives the paramag-
netic state unstable, leading to a nearly ferromagnetic state.
The magnetic properties observed in Sr2IrO4 appear to be
consistent with this contention.
Shown in Fig. 2 is isothermal magnetization M at T�5 K

in fields to 7 T for the two principal crystallographic direc-
tions. The large magnetic anisotropy between the directions
is apparent, and the easy axis is evidently along the a axis
consistent with Fig. 1. M (H) at H�0.5 T appears to be
nearly saturated below TM , however, the saturation moment
�S extrapolated is 0.14�B/Ir, only 14% of the expected spin-

only moment of 1�B /Ir which would be increased by any
orbital contribution (J�L�S). There are a number of ways
in which such a reduced moment may arise, including spin
canting, as asserted in Ref. 4. However, Sr2IrO4 may be a
band ferromagnet with low-density of charge carriers be-
cause the system appears itinerant (�eff /�S�1, and d�/dT
�0 though the magnitude of � is large at low temperatures�.
If so, the density of states becomes spontaneously exchange
split. As a result, there is an excess of electrons with spin up
�majority-spin band� as compared to those with spin down
�minority-spin band�. The net overall magnetic moment then
is largely determined by the exchange splitting of the 5d
electrons and is necessarily nonintegral. The observed low
moment reflects a small exchange splitting or unequal popu-
lation of the two subbands. A larger t2g band compared to a
small exchange splitting may also result in a small polariza-
tion of d electrons. Yet it cannot be ruled out that the re-
duced moment may result from hybridization between Ir ions
and oxygen which is presumably strong in 4d and 5d com-
pounds such as Sr2IrO4. Measurements of magnetization up
to 30 T are planned to search for possible high-field spin
reorientations. A low-field spin reorientation is observed, and
is clearly evidenced in the inset of Fig. 2 where M (T�5 K�
for the a axis vs H is plotted for �0.5�H�0.5 T. The
mirror image, typical of a spin reorientation transition, illus-
trates the presence of such a transition at Hsr� 0.2 T. This
spin reorientation transition also takes place along the
‘‘hard’’ axis, the c axis, at a higher field �see Fig. 2�. It is
possible that such a transition in the weak ferromagnet is due
to the strong electron-lattice coupling, i.e., the interplay be-
tween the magnetic energy and the elastic energy,10 which is
related to the change in volume at low temperatures reported
in Ref. 4.
It is also remarkable that the ratio of �eff /�S ��3.5�

qualitatively fits the Rhodes-Wohlfarth plot, �eff /�S vs TC ,
yielding a corresponding TC near 200 K.9 This qualitative
agreement indicates that spin fluctuations may be significant,
and that Sr2IrO4 is in an intermediate region �which may be
described by the Stoner model� between a ferromagnetic in-

FIG. 1. Magnetic susceptibility M /H vs temperature at H�0.5
T for the two principle crystallographic directions. Inset: ���1 vs
temperature at T�TM where ����(T)��o .

FIG. 2. Isothermal magnetization M vs magnetic field H at T
�5 K for the two principle crystallographic directions. Inset: Iso-
thermal magnetization M (T�5 K� along the a axis vs magnetic
field H for �0.5�H�0.5 T.
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Jeff,+1/2 =
1√
3
(|xy,+1/2�+ |yz,−1/2�+ i|zx,−1/2�)

Jeff,−1/2 =
1√
3
(|xy,−1/2� − |yz,+1/2�+ i|zx,−1/2�)
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How similar to cuprates??

Despite obvious similarities, some worries

1. Different active orbitals 
2. Spin anisotropy and related strong spin orbit coupling

Is there a useful effective model which can be compared with, eg, 
Hubbard model popular for cuprates? 
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LDA + Spin-Orbit + U  bandstructure

Jin,  Jaejun Yu, et al, PR B 2009

Fit to obtain tightbinding model (+ U) in 
t2g subspace: real orbital diagonal hoppings 
(i.e only xy -> xy, yz->yz, xz->xz) + on-site 

spin-orbit term

Similar result: H. Watanabe et al, PRL 2010

and their relative phases between the ideal state and the cal-
culated Wannier function is another proof of the SO-
integrated jeff=1 /2 state. Here, for the sake of simplicity in
the presentation, we chose a self-consistent solution with the
spin quantization axis parallel to the z axis.

B. Tight-binding model

The physics of the LDA+SO+U results can be captured
by a multiband Hubbard model for the t2g bands including
the SO coupling term. The TB bands for the t2g manifold can
be described by

H0 = !
"ij#!"#

tij
!"ci!#

† cj"# + !
i,a=dxy

$tcia#
† cja# + %SO!

i
Li · Si,

$2%

where "ij# runs over the nearest-neighbor pairs of sites i and
j in the two-dimensional square lattice consisting of Ir ions,
! and " are indices for t2g orbitals, i.e., &dxy ,dyz ,dzx', tij

!" is a
hopping integral between (i!# and (j"#, $t is a tetragonal
crystal field splitting, i.e., an on-site energy difference of the
dxy orbital relative to dyz and dzx, and %SO is the SO coupling
parameter. In a simple square lattice of Ir ions, tij

!" becomes
a nonzero constant t0 only for $! ,"%= $dxy ,dxy%= $dzx ,dzx%
with j= i+ x̂ and so on.

Starting from a set of &"ni&!##' as mean-field parameters,
we could obtain a self-consistent mean-field Hamiltonian
within the t2g subspace by Ht2g

=!kCk
†T̂$k%Ck, where Ck has

12 components of &ck&!# (&=A ,B ;!=dxy ,dyz ,dzx ;#= ! ,"'.
Here the site indices &=A ,B are for the two inequivalent Ir
sites. By choosing the basis in order of
$cAdxy! ,cAdyz" ,cAdzx! , )A#B* , )!$"*%, we can find a block-

diagonal 12'12T̂ $k% matrix,

T̂$k% =+ DI
A O$k% 0 0

O†$k% DI
B 0 0

0 0 DII
A O$k%

0 0 O†$k% DII
B
, . $3%

Here the hopping integrals contribute to O$k%,

O$k% = e!i$kx+ky/2%+! 4t0(1k 0 0

0 ! 2t0(2k 0

0 0 ! 2t0(3k
, , $4%

where the nonzero hopping terms of t0= tdxy
= tdyz

= tdzx
lead to

the dispersions (1k=cos$kx /2%cos$ky /2%, (2k=cos)$kx
+ky% /2*, and (3k=cos)$kx!ky% /2* for dxy, dyz, and dzx bands,
respectively. The on-site Coulomb interaction U and the SO
coupling %SO contribute to the diagonal term,

DI
& = +$t + e1(1k

2 ! Un̄&dxy! %SO/2 ! i%SO/2

%SO/2 ! Un̄&dyz" ! i%SO/2

ı%SO/2 i%SO/2 ! Un̄&dzx"
, , $5%

and DII
& is a time-reversal partner of DI

&.
Despite of a large cubic crystal field splitting due to $c

-5 eV between t2g and eg, there is a significant hybridiza-

tion of dxy and dx2!y2 due to the rotation of IrO6 octahedra. In
order to describe both LDA and LDA+SO band structures
properly, the contribution of the dx2!y2 admixture is necessary
to be included as a k-dependent energy $)kdxy

for the dxy

band: $)kdxy
=e1(1k

2 . The best fit to the LDA bands was ob-
tained by a set of parameters: $t=0.15 eV, t0=0.35 eV, and
e1=!1.5 eV.

The solutions of our TB model including both SO cou-
pling %SO and on-site Coulomb interaction U with different
sets of parameters $%SO,U%= $0,0%, $0.4 eV, 0%, and $0.4 eV,
2.0 eV% reproduce well the t2g manifold of the LDA, LDA
+SO, and LDA+SO+U bands, respectively. The self-
consistent solution for $%SO,U%= $0.4 eV,2.0 eV% is shown
in Fig. 2$a%, which corresponds to the LDA+SO+U bands of
the inset of Fig. 1.

In addition to the large crystal field splitting between eg
and t2g, the t2g manifold splits further into doubly degenerate
jeff=1 /2 and quadruply degenerate jeff=3 /2 states due to SO
coupling. The small tetragonal crystal field does not affect
this configuration. A schematic energy level diagram shown
in Fig. 2$c% was confirmed by the LDA and LDA+SO energy
levels at the X point,8 where the off-diagonal hopping matrix
O$k% in the TB model becomes zero. Even though the non-
zero hopping terms away from X point may disturb the
atomic picture, the SO coupling retains the anticrossing be-
tween those levels which transform according to the same
irreducible representation.25 Consequently, the effective
bandwidth of the half-filled jeff=1 /2 band becomes smaller
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FIG. 2. $Color online% $a% Tight-binding band structure with
$%SO,U%= $0.4 eV,2.0 eV%, which is well compared with the
LDA+SO+U band structure of Figs. 1$c% and 1$b% the decomposi-
tion of the upper Hubbard band wave function )marked by a thin
$red% solid line in $a%* into the &(jeff ,mj#' basis, where the dotted line
represents a ( 1

2 , 1
2 # component with U=0, and $c% a schematic en-

ergy diagram of the t2g manifold in the atomic limit. Due to the
large crystal field splitting by $c, the t2g levels can be mapped into
the effective leff=1 states where the tetragonal field splitting by $t is
relatively insignificant.
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Interpretation of tightbinding model

Wang and TS, 2011
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Twisted Hubbard Model for Sr2IrO4: Magnetism and Possible High Temperature
Superconductivity.

Fa Wang1 and T. Senthil1

1Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(Dated: November 16, 2010)

Sr2IrO4 has been suggested as a Mott insulator from a single Je! = 1/2 band, similar to the
cuprates. However this picture is complicated by the measured large magnetic anisotropy and
ferromagnetism. Based on a careful mapping to the Je! = 1/2(pseudospin-1/2) space, we propose
that the low energy electronic structure of Sr2IrO4 can indeed be described by a SU(2) invariant
pseudospin-1/2 Hubbard model very similar to that of the cuprates, but with a “twisted” coupling
to external magnetic field (a g-tensor with a staggered antisymmetric component). This perspective
naturally explains the magnetic properties of Sr2IrO4. We also derive several simple facts based
on this mapping and the known results about the Hubbard model and the cuprates, which may be
tested in future experiments on Sr2IrO4. In particular we propose that (electron-)doping Sr2IrO4

can potentially realize high-temperature superconductivity.

Various Ir oxides have recently become the platform
to study the interplay between strong spin-orbit(SO) in-
teraction and strong correlation e!ects. There has been
an experimental observation of a three-dimensional spin
liquid in a hyper-kagome structure of Na4Ir3O8[1]. The-
oretical proposals such as the realization of a correlated
topological insulator[2], the Kitaev model[3], and a Dirac
semimetal with surface “Fermi arcs”[4] in iridates have
been made as well. Here we propose that doped Sr2IrO4

may realize high-temperature superconductivity similar
to the cuprates.
The crystal structure of Sr2IrO4 consists of two-

dimensional(2D) IrO2 layers, similar to the parent com-
pound La2CuO4 of the cuprates. The main di!erence is
that the oxygen octahedra surrounding Ir rotate along
c-axis by about 11! in a staggered pattern, enlarging
the unit cell by

!
2 "

!
2 " 2 [5]. The electronic struc-

ture of Sr2IrO4 is quasi-2D, but is expected to have sev-
eral di!erences from the cuprates. Ir4+ has the elec-
tronic structure 5d5, so the t2g levels should to be ac-
tive, while Cu2+ with 3d9 configuration has only the top
eg level active. Ir as a 5d transition metal is expected
to have weaker correlation e!ects than 3d elements(e.g.
Cu). At this point one may expect that Sr2IrO4 is a
(multi-band) weakly correlated metal. But strong spin-
orbit coupling of Ir dramatically changes the story. The
t2g levels are split by SO interactions into a higher en-
ergy Kramers doublet (the pseudospin-1/2 or Je! = 1/2
states) and two pairs of lower energy ones[6]. These
Je! = 1/2 states are equal weight superpositions of all
three t2g orbitals, and this has been confirmed exper-
imentally by resonant x-ray scattering[7] and theoreti-
cally by LDA+SO+U calculation[8]. With d5 configura-
tion of Ir the Je! = 1/2 states are half-filled. They have
much smaller band width than expected for the t2g lev-
els without SO interaction and therefore have e!ectively
enhanced correlation e!ect. In the end Sr2IrO4 is a Mott
insulator and exhibits magnetic order below 240K[9–11].
It is then tempting to make the analogy between

x
y

Y
X

X
Y

FIG. 1: Schematic picture of one IrO2 layer. Large
filled/open circles indicate the Ir atoms on two sublattices.
Small open circles are oxygens. Small x, y are the global axis,
while captial X,Y indicate local cubic axis(sublattices depen-
dent).

Sr2IrO4 and the cuprates and speculate that doped
Sr2IrO4 can also realize the interesting physics in doped
cuprates, e.g. superconductivity, pseudogap, stripe for-
mation, etc.. But strong SO interaction, di!erent
active orbitals and the rotation of oxygen octahedra
seem to significantly complicate the problem. For ex-
ample, Sr2IrO4 has very anisotropic susceptibility and
shows ferromagnetism(FM) with large ferromagnetic mo-
ment # 0.14µB per Ir[12], which was attributed to
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya(DM) interaction generated by the
rotation of oxygen octahedra. However it has been
pointed out by Jackeli and Khaliullin[3] that the DM in-
teraction can be removed by staggered rotation of pseu-
dospin space on Ir sites. We will extend this considera-
tion to the electronic model in a slightly di!erent perspec-
tive and discuss more details and consequences of this
mapping. Finally we will argue that the analogy between
Sr2IrO4 and the cuprates can be established with care-
ful interpretation, and that interesting physics of doped
cuprates may also be realized in doped Sr2IrO4.

The mapping to one band Hubbard model. To
begin with we will treat Sr2IrO4 as quasi-2D and consider
only one IrO2 layer, which is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1. Label the rotation angle of oxygen octahedron
around Ir site j by !j = "j!, with "j = ±1 for the
two sublattices and ! $ 11! from experiments[5]. The

Rotation of oxygen octahedra => must carefully distinguish between local X,Y, Z basis and global x,y, z 
basis. 

Note
1. Crystal field splitting between t2g and eg is diagonal in local X,Y,Z basis => define t2g orbitals in local 
orbital basis. 

2. If Ir - Ir hopping is mediated by O p-orbitals, symmetry => Ir-Ir hopping diagonal in local orbital basis

3. Global basis for spin S = 1/2 => Ir-Ir hopping real. 

Conclusion: LDA+SO+U tight-binding fit  involves Wannier states with t2g 
orbitals in local X,Y,Z basis but spin in global basis. 
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Effective model for Jeff = 1/2 states: strategy

What are correct Jeff = 1/2 states?

Must define both t2g orbitals and spin in local X,Y, Z 
basis. 
 

2

crystal-field splitting of t2g and eg levels and projection
to Je! = 1/2 states should be implemented in the rotated
local cubic axis. Label the global axis by x, y, z and local
cubic axis (on site j) by X,Y, Z (see Fig. 1). The unit
vectors of these two coordinates systems are related by

X̂ = x̂ cos !j+ŷ sin !j , Ŷ = !x̂ sin !j+ŷ cos !j , Ẑ = ẑ.
(1)

The Je! = 1/2 states are (see e.g. Ref. [6], the phase
convention here is slightly di!erent, =

"
!1)

|Jz
e! = +1/2# =

1"
3
(+ |XY, $# ! |XZ, %#+ |Y Z, %#) ,

|Jz
e! = !1/2# =

1"
3
(! |XY, %#+ |XZ, $#+ |Y Z, $#) .

(2)

XZ, Y Z,XY are the t2g orbitals defined in the local cu-
bic axis. $, % indicate spin states (defined also in the
local cubic axis). Note that although the elongation of
oxygen octahedra along c-axis is expected to change the
relative weights of the three orbitals[3, 6], this has not
been observed in resonant x-ray scattering experiment[7]
or LDA+SO+U calculation[8].
As the first approximation, the e!ective electronic

Hamiltonian should be the projection of full Hamilto-
nian on the subspace of Je! = 1/2 states. Considering
first the Hamiltonian on the t2g subspace, we expect the
following, 1) the t2g orbitals should be defined in the local
cubic axis basis, because the crystal-field on Ir 5d orbitals
from neighboring oxygens is diagonal only in the local
cubic axis; 2) assuming that hoppings between Ir sites
are mediated by the oxygen 2p orbitals, simple symme-
try consideration shows that e!ective hoppings between
nearest-neighbor Ir are orbital diagonal(one t2g orbital
does not hop to another orbital) only in the local cubic
axis basis; 3) if the spin spaces are defined in the global

axis basis, the e!ective hoppings of Ir t2g orbitals will
be real. Two tight-binding models on the t2g subspace
have been obtained by fitting LDA+SO+U dispersions
in Ref. [8] and Ref. [13], and both have this property
of real orbital diagonal hoppings, but no clear interpre-
tation was given. The discussion above shows that the
orbitals in these models should be interpreted as the t2g
orbitals in the local cubic axis, while the spins in these
models are defined in the global axis.
The spin space on every site should be first rotated

to local axis before the projection to the Je! = 1/2
states, because the spins used in (2) are defined in lo-
cal axis. Namely we need to interpret the electron op-
erators c†j,a,! used in these models, on site j for orbital
a = XZ, Y Z,XY with spin ", as creation operators for
the states e "!#j/2|j, a, "#, where #! = ±1 for spin index
" =$, % respectively.
Define d! and d" as the annihilation operators for

the |Jz
e! = ±1/2# states (2) respectively. The

projection on the Je! = 1/2 subspace is imple-
mented by the following substitution, c†j,XY,! &
!#!

!

1/3 e "!#j/2d†j,! , c†j,XZ,! & #!
!

1/3 e "!#j/2d†j,#! ,

and c†j,Y Z,! & !
!

1/3 e "!#j/2d†j,#! . The onsite interac-
tions between t2g orbitals will be projected into an onsite
U term of the Hubbard model for the Je! = 1/2 states
due to time-reversal symmetry and charge conservation.
We take as a concrete example the tight-binding model

of Ref. [13]. It involves nearest-neighbor(NN) XY hop-
ping t1 = 0.36eV, NN XZ(Y Z) hopping along x(y) di-
rection t4 = 0.37eV, NN XZ(Y Z) hopping along y(x)
direction t5 = 0.06eV, next-nearest-neighbor XY hop-
ping t2 = 0.18eV, and third-neighbor XY hopping t3 =
0.09eV. The resulting one band Hubbard model after pro-
jection is

H = !
"

<jk>,$

(t+ #$#j t̄) d
†
j,$dk,$ !

"

<<jk>>,$

t$ d†j,$dk,$

!
"

<<<jk>>>,$

t$$ d†j,$dk,$ + U
"

j

d†j,!dj,!d
†
j,"dj,"

(3)

with $ =$, %, and the e!ective hoppings are t =
(1/3)(t1 + t4 + t5) cos ! ' 0.258eV, t̄ = (1/3)(t1 !
t4 ! t5) sin ! ' !0.0045eV, t$ = (1/3)t2 ' 0.06eV,
t$$ = (1/3)t3 ' 0.03eV. t̄ is very small and will be ig-
nored hereafter. In general t̄ can be absorbed into t
by a unitary transformation dj,$ & e """j%/2d̃j,$ with
% = arc tan(t̄/t), but we will not elaborate on this. The
value of U has been estimated as ( 2eV[8, 11]. This
t ! t$ ! t$$ ! U model has been widely used as an ef-
fective model for the cuprates, although the parameters
here have di!erent values.
With large U and at half-filling the model (3) is an

Mott insulator described by a pseudospin-1/2 model with
SU(2) symmetry. If second- and third-neighbor t$, t$$

are ignored the half-filling pseudospin model to the low-
est order of t/U is just the Heisenberg AFM model of
pseudospins J, HAFM =

#

<jk>(4t
2/U)Jj · Jk. Each

pseudospin has three components (a = 1, 2, 3) Jj,a =

(1/2)
#

$,& d
†
j,$(&

a)$&dj,& , where & are Pauli matrices
and $,' =$, % label the Jz

e! = ±1/2 states.
Coupling to external magnetic field. Although

the e!ective model (3) looks exactly like the model of
the cuprates, the coupling to external magnetic field in
Sr2IrO4 is quite di!erent.
Assume the coupling of magnetic field B on Ir 5d

orbitals is described by the atomic form (more care-
ful treatment can be found in, e.g., Ref. [6]), HB =
!µBB · (L + 2S), where µB is the Bohr magneton.
After projection to the Je! = 1/2 states it becomes
HB = 2µBB · J = 2µB(BXJ1 + BY J2 + BZJ3). Note
that BX,Y,Z are components of field on the local cubic

axis, BX = B · X̂ etc.. Use the relation (1), the coupling
on site j in terms of the field components on the global
axis, Bx, By, Bz, is

Wang and TS, 2011

Effective model in Jeff = 1/2 subspace: 

Start with full tightbinding t2g tightbinding model, 

rotate spin from global to local basis, then project 
onto Jeff = 1/2 states. 
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Effective model for Jeff = 1/2 states: result

2

crystal-field splitting of t2g and eg levels and projection
to Je! = 1/2 states should be implemented in the rotated
local cubic axis. Label the global axis by x, y, z and local
cubic axis (on site j) by X,Y, Z (see Fig. 1). The unit
vectors of these two coordinates systems are related by

X̂ = x̂ cos !j+ŷ sin !j , Ŷ = !x̂ sin !j+ŷ cos !j , Ẑ = ẑ.
(1)

The Je! = 1/2 states are (see e.g. Ref. [6], the phase
convention here is slightly di!erent, =

"
!1)

|Jz
e! = +1/2# =

1"
3
(+ |XY, $# ! |XZ, %#+ |Y Z, %#) ,

|Jz
e! = !1/2# =

1"
3
(! |XY, %#+ |XZ, $#+ |Y Z, $#) .

(2)

XZ, Y Z,XY are the t2g orbitals defined in the local cu-
bic axis. $, % indicate spin states (defined also in the
local cubic axis). Note that although the elongation of
oxygen octahedra along c-axis is expected to change the
relative weights of the three orbitals[3, 6], this has not
been observed in resonant x-ray scattering experiment[7]
or LDA+SO+U calculation[8].
As the first approximation, the e!ective electronic

Hamiltonian should be the projection of full Hamilto-
nian on the subspace of Je! = 1/2 states. Considering
first the Hamiltonian on the t2g subspace, we expect the
following, 1) the t2g orbitals should be defined in the local
cubic axis basis, because the crystal-field on Ir 5d orbitals
from neighboring oxygens is diagonal only in the local
cubic axis; 2) assuming that hoppings between Ir sites
are mediated by the oxygen 2p orbitals, simple symme-
try consideration shows that e!ective hoppings between
nearest-neighbor Ir are orbital diagonal(one t2g orbital
does not hop to another orbital) only in the local cubic
axis basis; 3) if the spin spaces are defined in the global

axis basis, the e!ective hoppings of Ir t2g orbitals will
be real. Two tight-binding models on the t2g subspace
have been obtained by fitting LDA+SO+U dispersions
in Ref. [8] and Ref. [13], and both have this property
of real orbital diagonal hoppings, but no clear interpre-
tation was given. The discussion above shows that the
orbitals in these models should be interpreted as the t2g
orbitals in the local cubic axis, while the spins in these
models are defined in the global axis.
The spin space on every site should be first rotated

to local axis before the projection to the Je! = 1/2
states, because the spins used in (2) are defined in lo-
cal axis. Namely we need to interpret the electron op-
erators c†j,a,! used in these models, on site j for orbital
a = XZ, Y Z,XY with spin ", as creation operators for
the states e "!#j/2|j, a, "#, where #! = ±1 for spin index
" =$, % respectively.
Define d! and d" as the annihilation operators for

the |Jz
e! = ±1/2# states (2) respectively. The

projection on the Je! = 1/2 subspace is imple-
mented by the following substitution, c†j,XY,! &
!#!

!

1/3 e "!#j/2d†j,! , c†j,XZ,! & #!
!

1/3 e "!#j/2d†j,#! ,

and c†j,Y Z,! & !
!

1/3 e "!#j/2d†j,#! . The onsite interac-
tions between t2g orbitals will be projected into an onsite
U term of the Hubbard model for the Je! = 1/2 states
due to time-reversal symmetry and charge conservation.
We take as a concrete example the tight-binding model

of Ref. [13]. It involves nearest-neighbor(NN) XY hop-
ping t1 = 0.36eV, NN XZ(Y Z) hopping along x(y) di-
rection t4 = 0.37eV, NN XZ(Y Z) hopping along y(x)
direction t5 = 0.06eV, next-nearest-neighbor XY hop-
ping t2 = 0.18eV, and third-neighbor XY hopping t3 =
0.09eV. The resulting one band Hubbard model after pro-
jection is

H = !
"

<jk>,$

(t+ #$#j t̄) d
†
j,$dk,$ !

"

<<jk>>,$

t$ d†j,$dk,$

!
"

<<<jk>>>,$

t$$ d†j,$dk,$ + U
"

j

d†j,!dj,!d
†
j,"dj,"

(3)

with $ =$, %, and the e!ective hoppings are t =
(1/3)(t1 + t4 + t5) cos ! ' 0.258eV, t̄ = (1/3)(t1 !
t4 ! t5) sin ! ' !0.0045eV, t$ = (1/3)t2 ' 0.06eV,
t$$ = (1/3)t3 ' 0.03eV. t̄ is very small and will be ig-
nored hereafter. In general t̄ can be absorbed into t
by a unitary transformation dj,$ & e """j%/2d̃j,$ with
% = arc tan(t̄/t), but we will not elaborate on this. The
value of U has been estimated as ( 2eV[8, 11]. This
t ! t$ ! t$$ ! U model has been widely used as an ef-
fective model for the cuprates, although the parameters
here have di!erent values.
With large U and at half-filling the model (3) is an

Mott insulator described by a pseudospin-1/2 model with
SU(2) symmetry. If second- and third-neighbor t$, t$$

are ignored the half-filling pseudospin model to the low-
est order of t/U is just the Heisenberg AFM model of
pseudospins J, HAFM =

#

<jk>(4t
2/U)Jj · Jk. Each

pseudospin has three components (a = 1, 2, 3) Jj,a =

(1/2)
#

$,& d
†
j,$(&

a)$&dj,& , where & are Pauli matrices
and $,' =$, % label the Jz

e! = ±1/2 states.
Coupling to external magnetic field. Although

the e!ective model (3) looks exactly like the model of
the cuprates, the coupling to external magnetic field in
Sr2IrO4 is quite di!erent.
Assume the coupling of magnetic field B on Ir 5d

orbitals is described by the atomic form (more care-
ful treatment can be found in, e.g., Ref. [6]), HB =
!µBB · (L + 2S), where µB is the Bohr magneton.
After projection to the Je! = 1/2 states it becomes
HB = 2µBB · J = 2µB(BXJ1 + BY J2 + BZJ3). Note
that BX,Y,Z are components of field on the local cubic

axis, BX = B · X̂ etc.. Use the relation (1), the coupling
on site j in terms of the field components on the global
axis, Bx, By, Bz, is

Effective t-t’-t”-U Hubbard model for Jeff = 1/2 band. 
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Consequence: pseudospin isotropy 

At half-filling,  expect can describe Mott insulator by 
usual isotropic pseudospin Jeff = 1/2  model 
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Coupling to external Zeeman field is `twisted’
Wang, TS, 2011

Observable moment M 
related to J through 

3

HB,j = 2µB[Bj,x(Jj,1 cos !j ! Jj,2 sin !j)

+Bj,y(Jj,2 cos !j + Jj,1 sin !j) +Bj,z Jj,3.]
(4)

Therefore the observable magnetic moment Mj on site
j has the following components on the global axis,
!

"

Mj,x

Mj,y

Mj,z

#

$ = !2µB

!

"

cos ! !"j sin ! 0
"j sin ! cos ! 0

0 0 1

#

$

!

"

Jj,1
Jj,2
Jj,3

#

$ . (5)

If t̄ in (3) is not ignored ! " 11! in (5) should be re-
placed by !! arc tan(t̄/t) " 12!. This nontrivial relation
between moments M and pseudospins J, namely a g-
tensor with a staggered antisymmetric component, has
several interesting consequences which we list below.

• By quantum Monte Carlo studies[14] the square
lattice Heisenberg model has a Néel ground state
with staggered “magnetization” |#"jJj$| " 0.307.
However because of the relation (5), the ordered
moments do not form a simple collinear Néel pat-
tern. If the ordered moments lie in the xy plane,
they will be rotated together with the oxygen octa-
hedra in a staggered pattern therefore create a net
ferromagnetic moment per site, 2µB·|#"jJj$|·sin ! "
0.12µB. This is very close to the experimentally
observed value 0.14µB [12].

• By the relation (5) we can relate pseudospin corre-
lation functions of model (3) to moment correlation
functions which is actually measured by suscepti-
bility or magnetic neutron/x-ray scattering exper-
iments. The Fourier components of moments with
wavevector q and frequency # is related to pseu-
dospins by,

Mq,!,x = !2µB[cos ! Jq,!,1 ! sin ! Jq+Q,!,2],

Mq,!,y = !2µB[cos ! Jq,!,2 + sin ! Jq+Q,!,1],

Mq,!,z = !2µB Jq,!,3.

where Q = ($,$) is the wavevector of Néel or-
der. In the paramagnetic phase the dynamical sus-
ceptibility %ab(q,#), which is proportional to the
“moment structure factor” #Mq,!,aM"q,"!,b$, is re-
lated to the dynamical pseudospin susceptibility
%ab
J (q,#) = &ab%J (q,#) % #Jq,! · J"q,"!$ by

%xx(q,#) = %yy(q,#)

= cos2 ! %J(q,#) + sin2 ! %J(q+Q,#),

%zz(q,#) = %J(q,#), and other components of %ab

are zero. In particular the measured static uniform
(# = 0,q = 0) susceptibility in xy plane is actually
a mixture of the uniform and staggered suscepti-
bility of the SU(2) invariant Hubbard/Heisenberg

model. This explains in a di!erent perspective the
measured large anisotropy of uniform susceptibil-
ity and the ferromagnetic Curie-Weiss law [12]. In
our picture the anisotropy is not mainly from easy
axis interaction suggested by Ref. [12] but from the
mixing of large staggered susceptibility, and the
FM Curie-Weiss law comes from the contribution
of staggered susceptibility close to AFM Nèel order
of pseudospins.

• In the high temperature paramagnetic phase above
the Néel ordering temperature, the measured
moment-moment correlation will be dominated by
the staggered pseudospin correlation of a SU(2)
invariant model, although the measured suscepti-
bility shows significant anisotropy. The moment-
moment correlation length will behave like the 2D
Heisenberg model[15], which has recently been ob-
served by magnetic x-ray scattering [16].

Possible high-temperature superconductivity.
If the one band Hubbard model (3) is indeed a good
approximation of the electronic struture of Sr2IrO4,
and if the high-temperature superconductivity in doped
cuprates is indeed described by the one band Hubbard
model, a natural consequence is that doped Sr2IrO4 will
realize high-temperature superconductivity. In the fol-
lowing we list several direct consequences from this anal-
ogy.

• It is believed that the sign and magnitude of t# is
important for high-Tc in the cuprates and likely
responsible for the particle-hole asymmetry of the
phase diagram. (see e.g., Ref. [17]). The relative
magnitude |t#/t| " 0.23 for Sr2IrO4 is similar to the
cuprates. However the sign of t# for Sr2IrO4 is op-
posite to that of the cuprates. This can be remedied
by a particle-hole transformation dj," & "jd

†
j,".

Therefore we expect that the doping phase diagram
of Sr2IrO4 will be the particle-hole conjugate of
the cuprates, in particular high-Tc will be easier to
achieve on the electron-doped side of Sr2IrO4, e.g.
with La substitution of Sr. Interestingly electron-
doped Sr2IrO4"# has recently been synthesized and
metallic behavior was reported for & = 0.04 [18].

• The interlayer hopping of the cuprates is of the
form t$(k%) = t$0 v2 with v = (cos kx ! cos ky)/2,
due to the dx2"y2 orbital content[21]. This to-
gether with the dx2"y2 nodal pairing symmetry sig-
nificantly suppress transport along c-axis, making
the superconducting properties of the cuprates very
anisotropic. However the resistivity anisotropy
'c/'ab of Sr2IrO4 is only 102 ! 103 [20], very small
compared to 104 ! 105 of the cuprates[19], which
implies a larger t$0 for Sr2IrO4. The active or-
bitals for Sr2IrO4 is very di!erent from the cuprates

Twisted magnetic field coupling => anisotropic magnetization even 
though intrinsic physics is isotropic. 
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Consequences for magnetism in Sr2IrO4

Isotropic pseudospin ordering => observed moment rotates with octahedra rotation. 
=> weak ferromagnetism. 
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Twisted Hubbard Model for Sr2IrO4: Magnetism and Possible High Temperature
Superconductivity.

Fa Wang1 and T. Senthil1

1Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(Dated: November 16, 2010)

Sr2IrO4 has been suggested as a Mott insulator from a single Je! = 1/2 band, similar to the
cuprates. However this picture is complicated by the measured large magnetic anisotropy and
ferromagnetism. Based on a careful mapping to the Je! = 1/2(pseudospin-1/2) space, we propose
that the low energy electronic structure of Sr2IrO4 can indeed be described by a SU(2) invariant
pseudospin-1/2 Hubbard model very similar to that of the cuprates, but with a “twisted” coupling
to external magnetic field (a g-tensor with a staggered antisymmetric component). This perspective
naturally explains the magnetic properties of Sr2IrO4. We also derive several simple facts based
on this mapping and the known results about the Hubbard model and the cuprates, which may be
tested in future experiments on Sr2IrO4. In particular we propose that (electron-)doping Sr2IrO4

can potentially realize high-temperature superconductivity.

Various Ir oxides have recently become the platform
to study the interplay between strong spin-orbit(SO) in-
teraction and strong correlation e!ects. There has been
an experimental observation of a three-dimensional spin
liquid in a hyper-kagome structure of Na4Ir3O8[1]. The-
oretical proposals such as the realization of a correlated
topological insulator[2], the Kitaev model[3], and a Dirac
semimetal with surface “Fermi arcs”[4] in iridates have
been made as well. Here we propose that doped Sr2IrO4

may realize high-temperature superconductivity similar
to the cuprates.
The crystal structure of Sr2IrO4 consists of two-

dimensional(2D) IrO2 layers, similar to the parent com-
pound La2CuO4 of the cuprates. The main di!erence is
that the oxygen octahedra surrounding Ir rotate along
c-axis by about 11! in a staggered pattern, enlarging
the unit cell by

!
2 "

!
2 " 2 [5]. The electronic struc-

ture of Sr2IrO4 is quasi-2D, but is expected to have sev-
eral di!erences from the cuprates. Ir4+ has the elec-
tronic structure 5d5, so the t2g levels should to be ac-
tive, while Cu2+ with 3d9 configuration has only the top
eg level active. Ir as a 5d transition metal is expected
to have weaker correlation e!ects than 3d elements(e.g.
Cu). At this point one may expect that Sr2IrO4 is a
(multi-band) weakly correlated metal. But strong spin-
orbit coupling of Ir dramatically changes the story. The
t2g levels are split by SO interactions into a higher en-
ergy Kramers doublet (the pseudospin-1/2 or Je! = 1/2
states) and two pairs of lower energy ones[6]. These
Je! = 1/2 states are equal weight superpositions of all
three t2g orbitals, and this has been confirmed exper-
imentally by resonant x-ray scattering[7] and theoreti-
cally by LDA+SO+U calculation[8]. With d5 configura-
tion of Ir the Je! = 1/2 states are half-filled. They have
much smaller band width than expected for the t2g lev-
els without SO interaction and therefore have e!ectively
enhanced correlation e!ect. In the end Sr2IrO4 is a Mott
insulator and exhibits magnetic order below 240K[9–11].
It is then tempting to make the analogy between

x
y

Y
X

X
Y

FIG. 1: Schematic picture of one IrO2 layer. Large
filled/open circles indicate the Ir atoms on two sublattices.
Small open circles are oxygens. Small x, y are the global axis,
while captial X,Y indicate local cubic axis(sublattices depen-
dent).

Sr2IrO4 and the cuprates and speculate that doped
Sr2IrO4 can also realize the interesting physics in doped
cuprates, e.g. superconductivity, pseudogap, stripe for-
mation, etc.. But strong SO interaction, di!erent
active orbitals and the rotation of oxygen octahedra
seem to significantly complicate the problem. For ex-
ample, Sr2IrO4 has very anisotropic susceptibility and
shows ferromagnetism(FM) with large ferromagnetic mo-
ment # 0.14µB per Ir[12], which was attributed to
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya(DM) interaction generated by the
rotation of oxygen octahedra. However it has been
pointed out by Jackeli and Khaliullin[3] that the DM in-
teraction can be removed by staggered rotation of pseu-
dospin space on Ir sites. We will extend this considera-
tion to the electronic model in a slightly di!erent perspec-
tive and discuss more details and consequences of this
mapping. Finally we will argue that the analogy between
Sr2IrO4 and the cuprates can be established with care-
ful interpretation, and that interesting physics of doped
cuprates may also be realized in doped Sr2IrO4.

The mapping to one band Hubbard model. To
begin with we will treat Sr2IrO4 as quasi-2D and consider
only one IrO2 layer, which is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1. Label the rotation angle of oxygen octahedron
around Ir site j by !j = "j!, with "j = ±1 for the
two sublattices and ! $ 11! from experiments[5]. The

FM moment = (AF moment)sin θ
θ = octahedron tilt angle

Known AF moment of J = 1/2 Heisenberg model => FM moment ≈ 0.14µB

similar to experiment.
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Consequences for magnetism (cont’d)

1. Measured susceptibility near q = 0 is mixture 
of uniform and 
staggered susceptibilities

2.  Anisotropy between susceptibility to field 
along ab-plane versus along c axis. 

3.  Despite apparent spin anisotropy, spin correlation 
length above TN should behave like that of
isotropic magnet. 

All of these agree with experiment. 

Results of x-ray-diffraction patterns from powdered Sr2IrO4
single crystals show no impurity peaks. The refinement of a
tetragonal cell yielded a�5.494 A and c�25.796 A, consis-
tent with those published.4
Shown in Fig. 1 is the temperature dependence of the

magnetic susceptibility �(T) of Sr2IrO4 along the two prin-
cipal crystallographic directions in a field cooled sequence
�FC� with H�0.5 T �for T�TM , the magnetic ordering tem-
perature, we determined that a field of 0.5 T was low enough
to define ‘‘zero field’’ susceptibility�. The evidence for weak
ferromagnetism in the vicinity of TM�240 K is obvious for
both directions. The large anisotropy of the magnetic suscep-
tibility clearly indicates that the easy axis is aligned with the
a axis.
Fitting to a modified Curie-Weiss law for T�TM yields

the following parameters �see the inset in Fig. 1�: The
temperature-independent susceptibility �o�8.8�10�4

emu/mole, the Curie-Weiss temperature �cw�251 K and ef-
fective paramagnetic moment �eff�0.50 �B/Ir. �cw is com-
parable to the magnetic ordering temperature, and suggestive
of a ferromagnetic spin coupling, but �eff is significantly
lower than the Hund’s-rule value 1.7�B/Ir for S� 1

2. This
reduction may indicate a strong hybridization between Ir
ions and oxygen.8 �o is relatively large compared to those
for ordinary metals, but the low-temperature specific heat
coefficient � is found to be nearly zero ��0.2 mJ/mol K2).
This behavior is characteristic of the Stoner enhancement
where �o is significantly enhanced, but � has no equivalent
enhancement. In oxides with a narrow band such as in
LaNiO3 and LaCuO3, the exchange interaction is commonly
enhanced by spin fluctuations and thus drives the paramag-
netic state unstable, leading to a nearly ferromagnetic state.
The magnetic properties observed in Sr2IrO4 appear to be
consistent with this contention.
Shown in Fig. 2 is isothermal magnetization M at T�5 K

in fields to 7 T for the two principal crystallographic direc-
tions. The large magnetic anisotropy between the directions
is apparent, and the easy axis is evidently along the a axis
consistent with Fig. 1. M (H) at H�0.5 T appears to be
nearly saturated below TM , however, the saturation moment
�S extrapolated is 0.14�B/Ir, only 14% of the expected spin-

only moment of 1�B /Ir which would be increased by any
orbital contribution (J�L�S). There are a number of ways
in which such a reduced moment may arise, including spin
canting, as asserted in Ref. 4. However, Sr2IrO4 may be a
band ferromagnet with low-density of charge carriers be-
cause the system appears itinerant (�eff /�S�1, and d�/dT
�0 though the magnitude of � is large at low temperatures�.
If so, the density of states becomes spontaneously exchange
split. As a result, there is an excess of electrons with spin up
�majority-spin band� as compared to those with spin down
�minority-spin band�. The net overall magnetic moment then
is largely determined by the exchange splitting of the 5d
electrons and is necessarily nonintegral. The observed low
moment reflects a small exchange splitting or unequal popu-
lation of the two subbands. A larger t2g band compared to a
small exchange splitting may also result in a small polariza-
tion of d electrons. Yet it cannot be ruled out that the re-
duced moment may result from hybridization between Ir ions
and oxygen which is presumably strong in 4d and 5d com-
pounds such as Sr2IrO4. Measurements of magnetization up
to 30 T are planned to search for possible high-field spin
reorientations. A low-field spin reorientation is observed, and
is clearly evidenced in the inset of Fig. 2 where M (T�5 K�
for the a axis vs H is plotted for �0.5�H�0.5 T. The
mirror image, typical of a spin reorientation transition, illus-
trates the presence of such a transition at Hsr� 0.2 T. This
spin reorientation transition also takes place along the
‘‘hard’’ axis, the c axis, at a higher field �see Fig. 2�. It is
possible that such a transition in the weak ferromagnet is due
to the strong electron-lattice coupling, i.e., the interplay be-
tween the magnetic energy and the elastic energy,10 which is
related to the change in volume at low temperatures reported
in Ref. 4.
It is also remarkable that the ratio of �eff /�S ��3.5�

qualitatively fits the Rhodes-Wohlfarth plot, �eff /�S vs TC ,
yielding a corresponding TC near 200 K.9 This qualitative
agreement indicates that spin fluctuations may be significant,
and that Sr2IrO4 is in an intermediate region �which may be
described by the Stoner model� between a ferromagnetic in-

FIG. 1. Magnetic susceptibility M /H vs temperature at H�0.5
T for the two principle crystallographic directions. Inset: ���1 vs
temperature at T�TM where ����(T)��o .

FIG. 2. Isothermal magnetization M vs magnetic field H at T
�5 K for the two principle crystallographic directions. Inset: Iso-
thermal magnetization M (T�5 K� along the a axis vs magnetic
field H for �0.5�H�0.5 T.
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Spin correlation length above TN 
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FIG. 1: Resonant magnetic scattering along l (A) and h (B) directions around the magnetic Bragg

spot between 227 K (= TN!2) and 254 K(= TN+25). The arrows in B indicate the half heights for

each di!use scattering spectra. Note that the linewidth of the di!use scattering along l direction is

much larger than that along h direction, which is supported in h-l mapping of the intensity shown

in C. Temperature evolution along h direction is much more moderate than that along l. Nearly

isotropic intensity in h-k plane is shown in D. Small anisotropy is originating from the di!erence

of the mechanical precisions between those around ! and " axes of four-circles di!ractometer.

6

1.00 1.100.92

(T-TN) / TN

Sr2IrO4

2dim. Heisenberg

BKT
2dim. Ising

FIG. 2: Temperature evolutions of inplane (!a) and interplane (!c) spin correlation lengths. Solid

lines are fitted curves to theoretically proposed formula for S = 1/2 square lattice quantum Heisen-

berg model (Chakravarty et al. and Makivic) (red), to two dimensional Ising (blue) and xy (green)

correlations.

!a ! exp(1.5(T"TN)!1/2) (BKT). The best fitted curves to these two power-law temperature

evolution show fatal contradictions to the observed !a as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, in

spite of the agreement that symmetry breaking of SU(2) in magnetic correlation causes

canted moments in the ordered state as argued in Ref. [10], the magnetic correlation in the

paramagnetic state is concluded to be predominantly isotropic and the crucial source for

three dimensional ordering is a small interplane magnetic correlation with 1.2 mK. This

argument is consistent with a recent theoretical discussion that the SU(2) symmetry is

restored in magnetic correlation between pseudospin Je! in the global crystalline axis. [11]

While the estimated JAF of 1300 K explains large TN, this value is 3-10 times greater

than that of other 3d transition metal oxides of t2g manifold. As a source of anomalously

large JAF, we argue that the large transfer integrals and small onsite Coulomb repulsions can

cause large direct exchange coupling as well as superexchange interactions among localized

7

T/TN

Shigeki Fujiyama,  H. Takagi et al,  unpublished

Thanks to Dr. Fujiyama for 
permission to show this data

Diffuse magnetic X-ray 
scattering
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Compare to cuprate

Effective isotropic Hubbard model parameters:

t ≈ 0.2eV , t� ≈ t
4 , t” ≈ − t

10 , U ≈ 10t.

Similar to cuprate?

1. Roughly same parameter range as cuprate Hubbard model except overall

energy scale smaller by ≈ 2.

2. t�/t positive for iridate - opposite to cuprate
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Doped system - superconductivity? 

If the doped square lattice 2d Hubbard  model is superconducting, can 
we expect  doping the  iridate  will give a `high temperature’ 
superconductor? 

From comparison to cuprate 
(i) t’/t > 0 => Electron doping better than hole doping for iridate
(Example: Replace Sr by La)

(ii) Overall energy scale smaller by 2 => Tc in range of 50 K??? 
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Differences with cuprates: more coherent c-axis 
transport?

Interlayer tunneling matrix element in cuprate:
(coskx − cosky)2 factor which blocks c-axis transport of nodal states.

Iridate: different orbital content implies no suppression of nodal c-axis hop-
ping.

Better c-axis coherence?

Overall resistivity  anisotropy of about 
100 in undoped insulator  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sr2IrO4 crystallizes in a reduced tetragonal structure
!space-group I41 /acd" due to a rotation of the IrO6 octahedra
about the c axis by an angle #11°.2–4 This rotation corre-
sponds to a distorted in-plane Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond angle ! that
decreases with decreasing temperature. Our single-crystal
x-ray diffraction data confirm this trend for stoichiometric
crystals !"=0" and also reveal that ! for "=0.04 increases
slightly with decreasing temperature from 157.028° at 295 K
to 157.072° at 90 K, and the latter angle is significantly
larger than that for "=0, !i.e., !=156.280° at 90 K", as
shown in Fig. 1 and Table I. The increment #!=0.792° is
large for such a small oxygen depletion. Moreover, the vol-
ume of the unit cell V for "$0.04 contracts by an astonish-
ing 0.14% compared to that for "=0 !see Table I". These data
indicate that dilute oxygen vacancies relax ! and reverse its
temperature dependence with increasing " while significantly
reducing the structural distortion at low T. No such changes
in the lattice parameters would be observable in x-ray dif-
fraction data should the oxygen depletion be confined to the
crystal surface and not uniformly distributed within the bulk.

The Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond angle ! is an important focus of this
study, as it controls the hopping of the 5d electrons and
superexchange interactions between Ir atoms via the bridging
O sites10 and is therefore expected to influence physical
properties. For example, the a-axis resistivity $a !c-axis re-
sistivity $c" is reduced by a factor of 10!9 !10!7" with doping
at T=1.8 K as " changes from 0 to #0.04 %see Figs. 2!a"
and 2!b"&. For "$0.04, there is a sharp insulator-to-metal

transition near TMI=105 K, resulting in a reduction of $a
!$c" by a factor of 10!4 !10!1" from just below TMI to T
=1.8 K %Fig. 2!b"&. The strong low-T anisotropy reflected in
the values of $a and $c and their sensitivity to " are consis-
tent with a nearly two-dimensional !2D", strongly correlated
electron system. Below 20 K, $a has linear-T dependence
without saturation to a residual resistivity limit; and although
there is a plateau in $c for 5%T%35 K, it is followed by a
very rapid downturn near Ta=5 K %Fig. 2!b" inset&, which
indicates a sudden, rapid decrease in inelastic scattering.

Oxygen depletion also changes the electronic density of
states g!EF" of Sr2IrO4!", as reflected in the thermoelectric
power S!T", as shown in Fig. 2!c". A peak in the c axis Sc!T"
for "=0.04 is only #1 /3 of the peak value observed for "
=0. Since S!T" measures the voltage induced by a tempera-
ture gradient !which cannot be confined to the surface of the
crystal", the drastic changes in S!T" shown in Fig. 2!c" fur-
ther reinforces our conclusion that oxygen depletion is a bulk
effect, as indicated by the observed changes in lattice param-
eters discussed above. The strong reduction of Sc!T" for "
$0.04 indicates an increase of g!EF" with increasing ", since
S&1 /g!EF".13 The rapid increase of g!EF" with increasing "
is also evident in Fig. 3!a", where data for the a-axis resis-
tivity of five representative single crystals of Sr2IrO4!" docu-
ment a decrease of $a!T=1.8 K" by nine orders of magni-
tude as " changes from 0 to #0.04. These rapid changes in
transport properties with doping are much stronger than
those observed for Lifshitz transitions in metallic alloys
where the Fermi level crosses small pockets with doping or

FIG. 1. !Color online" A schematic of the Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond angle
! at T=90 K for !a" "=0 and !b" "'0.04 !the changes in ! are
exaggerated for clarity"; a schematic of the band structure corre-
sponding to !c" "=0 and !d" "'0.04. Note that ! decreases for "
=0 but slightly increases for "'0.04 as temperature is lowered.

TABLE I. Lattice parameters at T=90 K for "=0 and 0.04.

"!T=90 K"
a

!Å"
c

!Å"
V

!Å3"

Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond
angle !
!deg"

0 5.4836!8" 25.8270!5" 776.61!22" 156.28
0.04 5.4812!3" 25.8146!16" 775.56!8" 157.072
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Experimental prospects? 

Recent report: Metal-insulator transition with 
Oxygen doping

applied pressure.14 On the other hand, they are reminiscent
of the extreme sensitivity of “correlation-gap insulators” to
dilute impurities and pressure.15,16

Magnetic correlations drive a weak FM state for !=0 be-
low TC=240 K, but surprisingly, no corresponding anomaly
has been observed in "!T" and S!T".4,5,8 We find that the case
of oxygen-depleted crystals is quite different, where changes
in magnetic properties with increasing ! are modest in com-
parison with those in the resistivity. The magnetizations
M!T" for !=0 and !#0.04 measured in an applied magnetic
field #oH=0.2 T are compared with "a for !#0.04 in Fig.
2!b". TC is approximately 10 K higher for !#0.04 than for
!=0; and for !#0.04, both Ma and Mc exhibit a weak, yet
visible anomaly at TMI $marked by arrows in Fig. 2!b"%. Ap-
plication of a magnetic field #oH=7 T causes a positive
c-axis magnetoresistance on the order of 10% $Fig. 2!c"%, and
a downward shift of TMI by 6 K, which indicates the low-T
metallic state is destabilized by field. A magnetic anomaly in
Mc!T" near TMI shifts rapidly upward from 100 K for !=0
!Ref. 8" to 160 K for !#0.04, which coincides with a slope
change in "c $see the dashed line in Figs. 3!b" and 3!c"%. In
summary, FM order at high T is stabilized whereas the mag-
netization at low-T is reduced with increasing !.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Metal-insulator transition

Strong-crystal fields split off 5d-band states with eg sym-
metry in stoichiometric Sr2IrO4, and t2g bands arise from J

=1 /2 and J=3 /2 multiplets via strong spin-orbit coupling. A
weak admixture of the eg orbitals downshifts the J=3 /2 qua-
druplet from the J=1 /2 doublet.6,7 An independent electron
picture anticipates a metallic state, since the Ir4+ !5d5" ions
provide four electrons to fill the lower Jeff=3 /2 bands, plus
one electron to partially fill the Jeff=1 /2 bands. However, the
Jeff=1 /2 bandwidth W !W=0.48 eV for !=0" is so narrow,
even a modest U !&0.5 eV" is sufficient to induce a Mott
gap $&0.5 eV in the Jeff=1 /2 band.6 W is quite sensitive to
structural alterations according to a recent first-principles
calculation10 that predicts that an increased % should cause a
broadening of the Jeff=1 /2 band and a concomitant decrease
of the Mott gap by 0.13 eV, if % increases from 157° to 170°.
The observed increment $%=0.792° does not appear nearly
sufficient to produce the dramatic changes we have observed
in ", and we conclude that another mechanism must be re-
sponsible for TMI.

Removal of oxygen from Sr2IrO4!! is expected to result in
electron doping of the insulating state that is observed to be
stable for !=0. According to !LDA+SO+U" band-structure
calculations10 additional electrons will occupy states in four
symmetric pockets located near the M points of the basal
plane of the Brillouin zone. Each pocket has an estimated
filling of 2% of the Brillouin zone for !=0.04. The situation
appears analogous to doping in strongly correlated
!La1!xSrx"2CuO4 !where pockets of similar shape arise at the
same positions in the Brillouin zone" and La2CuO4+!.17

There are, however, two fundamental differences: while in
Sr2IrO4!! we dope electrons, the added carriers are holes in
the cuprates; moreover, Sr2IrO4 is a weak ferromagnet rather
than a simple antiferromagnet, as is La2CuO4.

Oxygen depletion also introduces disorder, which is ex-
pected to lead to localization of states close to the band edge
in a quasi-2D system.18 We assume that the Fermi level lies
below the mobility edge for !!0, and hence, the occupied
states are all localized at high T, where the compound is a
paramagnetic insulator. As T is lowered, the compound de-
velops increasing FM polarization below TC and the intersec-
tion of the Fermi level with the majority spin band is gradu-
ally pushed closer to the mobility edge as the exchange
splitting of the band increases below TC. Eventually the
Fermi level crosses the mobility edge, leading to metallic
behavior below TMI. The minority-spin carriers are always
localized. TMI is clearly visible only for !#0.04 in Fig. 3!a";
evidently the electron density is not high enough to imple-
ment the crossing for smaller doping. Note that this scenario
requires that TMI is considerably lower than TC since the
electrons in the M pockets first have to be polarized.

The reversed trend of the temperature dependence of %
and the increase of % with doping could be consequences of
increased screening in the metallic state. Furthermore, we
expect the metallic state to be inhomogeneous and conduc-
tivity increases to arise from the growth and percolation of
metallic patches; i.e., the metallic state develops out of a
phase separation of competing states. The importance of dis-
order in the physical properties of Sr2IrO4!! is corroborated
by fits $Fig. 3!c" inset% using a variable range hopping !VRH"
relation "a!T"=A exp!To /T"& with &= 1

4 for 187'T'350 K
and with To a characteristic temperature; such behavior is
also observed in nonmetallic samples.5
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sr2IrO4 crystallizes in a reduced tetragonal structure
!space-group I41 /acd" due to a rotation of the IrO6 octahedra
about the c axis by an angle #11°.2–4 This rotation corre-
sponds to a distorted in-plane Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond angle ! that
decreases with decreasing temperature. Our single-crystal
x-ray diffraction data confirm this trend for stoichiometric
crystals !"=0" and also reveal that ! for "=0.04 increases
slightly with decreasing temperature from 157.028° at 295 K
to 157.072° at 90 K, and the latter angle is significantly
larger than that for "=0, !i.e., !=156.280° at 90 K", as
shown in Fig. 1 and Table I. The increment #!=0.792° is
large for such a small oxygen depletion. Moreover, the vol-
ume of the unit cell V for "$0.04 contracts by an astonish-
ing 0.14% compared to that for "=0 !see Table I". These data
indicate that dilute oxygen vacancies relax ! and reverse its
temperature dependence with increasing " while significantly
reducing the structural distortion at low T. No such changes
in the lattice parameters would be observable in x-ray dif-
fraction data should the oxygen depletion be confined to the
crystal surface and not uniformly distributed within the bulk.

The Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond angle ! is an important focus of this
study, as it controls the hopping of the 5d electrons and
superexchange interactions between Ir atoms via the bridging
O sites10 and is therefore expected to influence physical
properties. For example, the a-axis resistivity $a !c-axis re-
sistivity $c" is reduced by a factor of 10!9 !10!7" with doping
at T=1.8 K as " changes from 0 to #0.04 %see Figs. 2!a"
and 2!b"&. For "$0.04, there is a sharp insulator-to-metal

transition near TMI=105 K, resulting in a reduction of $a
!$c" by a factor of 10!4 !10!1" from just below TMI to T
=1.8 K %Fig. 2!b"&. The strong low-T anisotropy reflected in
the values of $a and $c and their sensitivity to " are consis-
tent with a nearly two-dimensional !2D", strongly correlated
electron system. Below 20 K, $a has linear-T dependence
without saturation to a residual resistivity limit; and although
there is a plateau in $c for 5%T%35 K, it is followed by a
very rapid downturn near Ta=5 K %Fig. 2!b" inset&, which
indicates a sudden, rapid decrease in inelastic scattering.

Oxygen depletion also changes the electronic density of
states g!EF" of Sr2IrO4!", as reflected in the thermoelectric
power S!T", as shown in Fig. 2!c". A peak in the c axis Sc!T"
for "=0.04 is only #1 /3 of the peak value observed for "
=0. Since S!T" measures the voltage induced by a tempera-
ture gradient !which cannot be confined to the surface of the
crystal", the drastic changes in S!T" shown in Fig. 2!c" fur-
ther reinforces our conclusion that oxygen depletion is a bulk
effect, as indicated by the observed changes in lattice param-
eters discussed above. The strong reduction of Sc!T" for "
$0.04 indicates an increase of g!EF" with increasing ", since
S&1 /g!EF".13 The rapid increase of g!EF" with increasing "
is also evident in Fig. 3!a", where data for the a-axis resis-
tivity of five representative single crystals of Sr2IrO4!" docu-
ment a decrease of $a!T=1.8 K" by nine orders of magni-
tude as " changes from 0 to #0.04. These rapid changes in
transport properties with doping are much stronger than
those observed for Lifshitz transitions in metallic alloys
where the Fermi level crosses small pockets with doping or

FIG. 1. !Color online" A schematic of the Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond angle
! at T=90 K for !a" "=0 and !b" "'0.04 !the changes in ! are
exaggerated for clarity"; a schematic of the band structure corre-
sponding to !c" "=0 and !d" "'0.04. Note that ! decreases for "
=0 but slightly increases for "'0.04 as temperature is lowered.

TABLE I. Lattice parameters at T=90 K for "=0 and 0.04.

"!T=90 K"
a

!Å"
c

!Å"
V

!Å3"

Ir1-O2-Ir1 bond
angle !
!deg"

0 5.4836!8" 25.8270!5" 776.61!22" 156.28
0.04 5.4812!3" 25.8146!16" 775.56!8" 157.072
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FIG. 2. !Color online" The a- and c-axis resistivities, $a and $c,
as a function of temperature for !a" "=0 and !b" "'0.04; !c" c-axis
thermoelectric power, Sc!T" for "=0 and "'0.04. Inset in !b": $a
and $c vs T for 1.7%T'20 K; note a downturn near 5 K in $c and
linear temperature dependence in $a.
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Cornetta, Cao et al, PR B 2010

Will it be possible to dope Sr2IrO4
to higher doping levels? 

May be try field-effect doping or making oxide interface? ???
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Summary

Iridium oxides:  spin-orbit coupling enhances importance of 
correlation effects even with moderate U. 

Sr2IrO4: spin-orbit entangled moments in a Mott insulator
Hubbard model similar to cuprates but smaller overall energy 
scale. 

Doping: Possible high-Tc superconductor, interesting lessons by 
comparing with cuprates. 

Other interesting iridate: 
Na2IrO3 - Jeff = 1/2 frustrated AF Mott insulator on honeycomb 
lattice (Singh, Gegenwart, PR B 2010; X. Liu, ......Gegenwart, Hill, 
arXiv:1104.4046)
Nature yet to be clarified? effects of doping? 
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